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Speaking of the Typosphere,
proliic typecaster Rev Theodore
Munk
(http://munk.org/typecast/)
spotted this item in a Sioux City Jour�
nal article about a retiring repair�
man:

t is itting that we should begin
2013, the 140th anniversary of the
Secretary-Treasurer & Mailer:
Sholes and Glidden, with a ine ex�
Herman Price
The brothers also cleaned
ample of one on our cover. To mark
German translation:
and bagged typewriters for the
the occasion, we have some interest�
Lars Borrmann
Army and Navy and then trans�
ing things planned for upcoming is�
Spanish translation:
ported them to Chicago. The
Fransu Marin
sues, far too much for a single com�
typewriters were sealed up and
´
put in an unusual place.
memorative issue. We hope that you
©2013 ETCA. Published quarterly.
“I asked them, what they do
will
enjoy
this
year-long
celebration
Calendar year subscription: $35,
with
them
overseas,” Bauernfeind
of
the
S&G.
North America; $40 elsewhere.
said.
“They
put them in the bot�
Checks payable to Herman J. Price,
±
tom of the ocean for storage.”
195 Greenbag Rd., Morgantown, WV
Of course, it’s not all S&Gs all the
26501, USA; or use paypal.com to
time.
The connection of our cover
pay etcetera.payments@gmail.com.
I’ve heard of the Army burying
Sholes & Glidden to unsuccessful
ISSN 1062-9645
supplies in the ground and in snow/
typewriter inventor Samuel L. Condé
http://etconline.org
ice during wartime, but I have never
gives us an excuse to dust of a piece
heard of sub-oceanic typewriters. Is
that’s been lying in the drawer for a
there anyone familiar with the prac�
while. Our feature story explores the
tice who can shed more light on this
busy life of the inventor of one of the
tantalizing tidbit?
This Sholes & Glidden, serial number most bizarre failures in typewriter
±
history--and the person who picked
A1003, recently sold at online auction for
Mike Brown once wrote a book
up its pieces and achieved somewhat
about typewriters as a popular target
US$0,30. For many years, it was dis� more success.
of thieves back in the old days, called,
played at Samuel L. Condé’s Cleveland
±
aptly, “Stolen Typewriters”. It seems
Typewriter Exchange. We take a closer
February was the unoicial Inter�
that
typewriters are still a “hot” item!
look at Mr Condé in our feature story.
national Typewriter Appreciation
A man in Decatur, IL, was arrested
Month (ITAM). The month-long
after selling 37 typewriters to the
event marks the birth (and death) of
owner of an oice furniture company.
Christopher L. Sholes. Traditionally,
It turns out that the seller had stolen
ITAM is celebrated by typewriter
the typewriters from the company’s
fans using their machines as often as
warehouse and was selling the own�
possible, often in public. Naturally, ers own typewriters back to him! The
ITAM is a particularly active time owner said that he became suspicious
in the so-called Typosphere, with because the man, “seemed to be a
more typecasts in recent weeks than street-type person and not involved
I think I’ve ever seen before.
in the antique typewriter business.”
±
±
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Samuel Conde’s Legacy
By Alan Seaver

S

amuel Lee Condé is generally re�
membered as one among scores
of unsuccessful typewriter inventors
whose commercial failures litter the
late 1800s. Beyond the fact that he
designed and attempted to market
an oblique frontstrike typewriter in
the 1890s, little is known about the
man or his machine. With the idea
that even the least inluential igures
in typewriter history probably have a
story worth telling, I set out to discov�
er Condé’s.
Samuel Condé was born Septem�
ber 20, 1837, at Lahaina, Maui, in the
Sandwich Is�
lands, now
Hawaii. His
parents, the
Rev. Daniel
Toll Condé
and
Anda�
lucia
Lee
Condé had
arrived
in
the islands
Samuel Lee Condé
aboard the
barque Mary Frazier on April 9, af�
ter a voyage from Boston of about six
months. Rev. Condé, a man “of a sin�
gularly reticent disposition” had been
charged with forming a missionary
station at Hana, Maui. When Sam�
uel was three months old, the family
made the two-day schooner voyage to
Hana, and set up home in a window�
less, 12x20 thatch house with lauhala
mats for a loor. Here they lived for
the next ten years, as four siblings
gradually joined Samuel.
In 1851, Samuel was sent of to
Punahou School in Honolulu, but he
stayed only a few years. Andalucia
Condé died suddenly on March 30, 1855,
and Daniel Condé, doubtless overbur�
dened with his missionary duties and
abruptly inding himself a single par�
ent on a Paciic island that lacked all
but the most basic necessities, decided

to move his family back to the United
States in December, 1856.
One can only imagine the culture
shock that met Samuel upon arriving
in New York. However, the educa�
tion system agreed with him, and he
went on to complete law school and be
admitted to the bar. Though he prac�
ticed law of and on, he found his true
calling, like his father, in the ministry.
Though at this stage in his life,
Condé had not yet exhibited much
interest in mechanical things, he and
at least two of his siblings shared an
innate talent for inventing and engi�
neering. It may have been something
the brothers developed after years of
improvising and hand-crafting much
of their lifestyle upon the islands.
Samuel’s brother Charles became
interested in steam engines, and es�
tablished a factory for steam pumps in
Indianapolis in the late 1860s. Condé
& Co. exhibited a pump at the Phila�
delphia Centennial Exposition in 1876.
It’s unknown whether Charles himself
represented the company there—like�
ly, he did—but if so he almost certainly
would have encountered the Reming�
ton exhibition. It’s just possible that
Charles’ brother Henry--a bookkeep�
er in Indianapolis, maybe for Condé &
Co—was along, too.
Youngest brother Henry was the
irst of the family to take to typewrit�
ers. Henry, or H.T. as he was common�
ly known, established the H.T. Condé
Implement Co. in Indianapolis in 1881.
Soon, he was the general agent for Ca�
ligraph for the entire state. His Calig�
raph exhibit became an annual feature
at the Indiana State Fair.
Whether H.T. inluenced Samu�
el’s interest in typewriters cannot be
said with certainty. What is for sure is
that H.T. was already deeply involved
in the typewriter business for a full
decade prior to Samuel.
Samuel’s decision to launch him�

self into the typewriter industry oc�
curred sometime after his Presbyte�
rian ministry took him to Rockford,
IL. Beginning in June, 1892, he iled a
lurry of typewriter-related patents for
a desk, a desk clamp, a copy holder, a
duplicator, and of course the typewrit�
er itself. It seems that he was prepar�
ing to market a complete line of type�
writer items.
Six months prior to iling his ini�
tial desk design, Condé, along with
partners Fred N. Johnson and A.O.
Rich, incorporated the Rockford
Typewriter Cabinet Co. At the same

time that the new cabinet company’s
irst ads ran in August, the Condé
Typewriter Company was incorporat�
ed in Chicago, with $300,000 initial
capital. Though initial patent ilings
were almost half a year away, clearly,
the concept of a new kind of typewrit�
er was well established by this time.
Interestingly, within a few months
the Shelbyville Lounge & Desk Co.,
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located just outside of Indianapolis,
marketed its own “Conde Typewriter
Desk”. In appearances, it was noth�
ing like the cabinet sold by Rockford.
However, the design of the typewriter
bracket—the desk surface rising verti�
cally so as not to spill anything atop
it—is identical to one of Condé’s un�
manufactured patents. H.T. Condé
later iled a patent so similar to his
brother’s that the only diference is
the drop-top’s counterweight.
The irst glimpses of Condé’s
typewriter came with its initial patent
ilings in January and February,
1893. The contraption—for there
is no better word for it—was un�
like anything else that the type�
writer world has ever seen. Its
most obvious feature is the arced
bank of typebars in an oblique
frontstrike coniguration. To the
right of the keyboard is an odd
nickeled hook emerging from a
piston. This turns out to be the
carriage return and line advance�
ment mechanism. On the left
side of the keyboard is something
that vaguely resembles a telegra�
pher’s key; this is the carriage release.
Running the width of the machine be�
tween the spacebar and front frame is
a rectangular bar that substitutes for a
shift key.
Frustratingly, the patents describe
only these peculiar innovations, and
barely show the rest of the typewriter
at all. Our best image of the machine

Patent drawing of return mechanism rom above
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is from a September, 1893, ad. There
are no ribbon spools, which suggests
that the type is inked via a pad on its
supporting frame. The typebar design
is not at all clear.
By the time of the ad, the compa�
ny seemed to be doing well. Its capital
stock had jumped to $500,000, and
again to $650,000 by March, 1893. By
all appearances, Condé was success�
fully drawing investors.
Still, a subtext of problems can be
found within contemporary reports.
The
company
headquarters

moved from Chicago to Bridgeport,
CT, then to New Haven, CT, and back
to Bridgeport, all between March and
September, 1894. Oicial corporate
organization had yet to be made, and
there was still no factory to manufac�
ture the machine.
In New York City, serial typewrit�
er representative and rare book collec�
tor C.F. Clendenin was making the
rounds of the industry journals, claim�
ing to be the “head” of the Condé
Typewriter Co. He carried with him
a model of the typewriter, presumably
the same one pictured in the ad, since

Patent drawings of the return mechanism rom
the rear (above) and side (right).

no means of mass manufacture yet ex�
isted.
While Clendenin was doing meetand-greets, back in Bridgeport Condé
had chosen an actual general manager
for the company, the former foreman
of Yost’s nickel-plating department,
Joseph H. Jackson.
The Condé Co. inally announced
that it had chosen Boston as its factory
site in March of 1895.
Then the company vanished. It
simply disappears from the record.
Always a man of continual for�
ward motion, perhaps Condé inal�
ly become frustrated at the lack of
progress and simply cut his losses. A
few months prior, he had divested
himself of his cabinet company and
licensed his furniture patents to the
Forest City Furniture Company of
Rockford, IL. Condé was getting
out of the typewriter industry.
That isn’t to say that typewrit�
ers left his blood entirely. Condé
moved his family to Cleveland, OH,
in early 1898, and almost immedi�
ately bought out Ritter & Co. Type�
writer Supply in the Cleveland Ar�
cade, partnering with self-described
“huckster” George Beach. Within a
year, Beach was gone, replaced by
Charles Rose.
The Cleveland Typewriter Ex�
change moved within the arcade a
number of times, and began selling
adding machines as well as typewrit�
ers, but otherwise remained a remark�
ably consistent piece of Samuel’s life.
Then in 1909, Samuel’s wife Elisa�
beth fell ill, and they and daughter Ag�
nes moved to Los Angeles in the hopes

Patent drawing of the shit and carriage release
mechanisms (separate drawings have been
merged for clarity).

that the warmer climate would prove
healthful for her. Although Samuel
described himself as “semi-retired”, he
just couldn’t seem to help entering into
one more business arrangement, act�
ing as director for Southern California
Improvement Company, a subsidiary
of Southern California Home Build�
ers, brokers for suburban & country
real estate. That stint didn’t last very
long, and by 1916 he was listed as “re�
tired” in the voter registration rolls.
At about this time, Samuel’s eye�
sight began to fail, and he became
more dependent upon Agnes. (Perhaps
in part because of this experience, Ag�
nes later became companion to a blind
woman in New York City.) Elisabeth
died in 1918, and the next January
Samuel himself sufered a heart attack,
“from the efects of which he did not
seem to fully recover,” according to
his daughter Edith. Then in April, she
wrote, “his nervous system seemed to
go to pieces, and he failed very rapid�
ly from that to the end, being uncon�
scious and free from sufering the last
few hours.” Samuel died on April 13,
Palm Sunday.
And there ends Samuel Lee Con�
dé’s story, but what of his typewrit�
er? The machine apparently never
reached the production stage, and as
far as I can determine, only the one
model was ever made. The likelihood
that it survives is slim. Maybe, just

maybe, it’s sitting on a dusty, forgotten
shelf somewhere, waiting to be redis�
covered. One can dream. But was that
really the end of it? Did Condé’s con�
traption leave a legacy that has been
overlooked until now?
Let’s return to where we last saw
Joseph Jackson, general manager of
the Condé Typewriter Company
in Bridgeport. Shortly after Condé
abandoned the enterprise, the Jackson
Typewriter Co. was formed, employ�
ing another former Yost engineer An�
drew Steiger as a “draughtsman”. On
July 31, Steiger iled several patents for
the company of an oblique-frontstrike
typewriter with roughly the same
footprint as the Condé, but with�
out the unconventional features. The
Jackson typewriter is notable for its
“grasshopper” striking action, which
Steiger would have been familiar with
from working on the Yost.
The patents were iled so quickly,
less than four months after Condé’s
leaving, that one can’t help but wonder
whether the design was not already in
the works at the time. Did Condé and
Jackson disagree about the machine’s
design, and that is why he left? We’ll
probably never know.
What we do know is that Jackson
and Steiger left Bridgeport the next
year and set up shop in Boston, where
negotiations for a factory to produce

the Condé had already been in the
works. It is logical that Jackson prob�
ably used the existing connections and
contracts there to kick-start his own
production. It did not happen right
away, though. For the next two years,
the Jackson Typewriter Co appeared
solely in the Boston residential direc�
tory, working out of a fourth-loor of�
ice on Milk Street, Jackson and Stei�
ger the only two employees named.
Then in 1898 the company inal�
ly began to manufacture its machine,
and the company moved out of the
residential listings and into the busi�
ness directory, at 68 Devonshire. The
Jackson Typewriter Selling Co (prob�
ably a showroom) was located down
the street at 117 Devonshire.
Those familiar with the Jackson
know that its initial ofering was a
failure. Around 1901 the machine van�
ished from the market, and both Jack�
son and Steiger returned to Connecti�
cut. There is some evidence that the
Jackson was resurrected in 1906, only
to quietly vanish once more.
Though both machines were fail�
ures, it can be reliably said that the
Condé was the progenitor of the Jack�
son, and when we look at the Jackson
today, we can look back in time and
see at least a glimmer of the legacy
born in a thatch hut on a remote Pa�
ciic island 176 years ago. ±

Cleveland Typewriter Exchange, 1913. Photo courtesy Glenn Gravatt.
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Portables, ETCetera by

Robert Messenger

Oliver Twists

T

racing events that led to the emergence
of the irst Oliver portable allows us
to lesh out the two giants of Britain’s early
typewriter trade: William James Richardson (1863-1949) and George Garthwaite
Rimington (1874-1951).
On a trip to Australia in 1881, a then
18-year-old Richardson saw his irst typewriter – a Sholes & Glidden in Adelaide
- and there and then determined that his
future lay in typewriters. In an interview

writers”). Indeed, from 1890 Richardson
was oicially designated by royal warrant
to be “Her/His Majesty’s typewriter maker” to three successive British monarchs:
Victoria, Edward VII, and George V.
Typewriter Topics reported, “all the typewriters in use in the various royal palaces,
with two exceptions, being Bar-Locks”.
Imperial later acquired the mantle under
George VI.
Rimington saw his irst typewriter,
a Blickensderfer 5, in New York City in
1895. He immediately arranged for his
Newcastle-upon-Tyne-based father, sewing and knitting machine inventor John
McNay Rimington (1841-1908), to secure the rights to sell Blicks “throughout
the British Isles and the Colonies, excluding Canada”. Like Richardson, George
Rimington and his brother Walter Rimington (1879-1941) went on to develop
British-designed and -made typewriters.
It was Richardson and his two sons,
Donald Southwell Richardson (18881972) and Conrad Richardson (18911937), who in 1928 led the consortium
which bought the naming rights to the
Oliver Typewriter Company and set up at
the Victory Works, 80 Gloucester Road
in Croydon, South London.
No typewriters were actually made
published in the London Evening News from scratch in Croydon, however.
on October 27, 1933, Richardson said he Gloucester Road was largely an assembly
had been instrumental in introducing the plant – the Richardsons’ administrative
typewriter to Queen Victoria (“the irst hub for their typewriter enterprises (incrowned head to adopt the use of type- cluding W.J.Richardson & Sons, mak-
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ing ribbons and carbon paper) was at
75-77 Queen Victoria Street in the City
of London. Oliver portables were made
in Continental Europe. hroughout the
20th century, England’s only fully-ledged
typewriter manufacturing plants were in:
.West Bromwich, outside Birmingham in the West Midlands, started by
George Salter & Company in 1892. In

1922 it was taken over by Rimington’s
Blick Typewriter Company (headquartered at 9-10 Cheapside, London) to
make the Blick-Bar, British Blick, British

cided to switch their concentration to the
another downstrike typewriter, the Oliver. he plant and Bar-Lock rights were
sold in 1925 to Ernest (later Sir Ernest)
Jardine (1859-1947). Under Jardine, the
factory was extended and the later Britishdesigned Bar-Locks, and from 1930 the
Bar-Let, were produced. In 1958, Donald
Richardson, still based at Croydon, reclaimed for Oliver a later Nottingham enterprise, the Byron Typewriter Company,
and briely marketed a Swiss Patria design
as a Byron portable. Production ended in
1959.
. Leicester in the East Midlands, built
by Imperial under the management of Joseph Wallis Goddard and William Arthur
Evans in 1910.
In the acute shortage of British typewriter plants, far too few to meet the massive demand for typewriters in Britain in
the
40 years between 1894-1934, lies the
and British Empire. From 1935 it was
kernel
of this story. he lack of typewriter
owned by Norman Wetherall Mawle, to
make the Empire Aristocrat under license factories resulted in the entrepreneurial
from Paillard. Finally, from 1960-81, it skills of William Richardson and George
Rimington coming to the fore. Recurring
was owned by Smith-Corona Marchant.
issues ofer clues to the reasons for the
. Nottingham in the North Midlands,
shortage of typewriter works: diiculties
built in 1919 by the Richardsons to make
in attracting investment; a lack of specialthe Royal Bar-Lock, the “irst all-British
ist labor, including mechanical designers
high-grade typewriter”, and managed by and engineers; and the high cost of proDonald Richardson. he venture, report- ducing or importing raw materials. World
ed Typewriter Topics, would “not only be War I greatly exacerbated the problems.
all-British brains, labor and capital, but it
At irst, Richardson and Rimington
will be the aim of all those connected with recognized that importing typewriters
the new factory to justify the claim of from the United States was the obvious
‘British and best’.” Having come to believe solution, but restrictions were applied
the days of this Charles Spiro design were during the war. In the years either side of
numbered, however, the Richardsons de- the 1914-18 conlict, Rimington repeat-

edly stressed to US manufacturers the
need to demand a lit of export quotas in
their production numbers. But even ater
embargoes were eased, the sudden death
of George Blickensderfer in 1917 and
Columbia’s 1914 decision to cease production of the Bar-Lock in the US forced
Richardson and Rimington to heighten
eforts to make their own typewriters,
in Britain, from British designs. Hence,
Rimington’s takeover of the existing Salter
factory in West Bromwich, and Richardson’s investment in construction of a large
Nottingham plant. With he Depression, however, these bold moves failed to
pay of, and US and German typewriters
continued to dominate the British market.
Richardson quickly shited focus to having his German-designed portables made
in Italy, under various license agreements.
he Oliver portable is the prime example.
William James Richardson was born
in fashionable Highgate in London in
June 1863. As a young man he was a bookseller in Portsea and a salesman for printing houses in Birmingham and Bristol.
In the early 1880s he travelled to South

J.W. Richardson, 1891

Africa and Australia, and ater seeing one
of the four Sholes & Gliddens which had
been shipped into Adelaide from London
in 1876 by George Witherage Cotton,
Richardson was “at once convinced a typewriter would be the writing instrument of
the future”. He returned to England and
found the London agent for the Sholes &
Glidden had “never made much headway”.
In 1885 Richardson went to the US, where
he was introduced to Spiro, then working
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on the Columbia. Richardson secured
the British rights, believing this machine
had advantages in visible writing, “inking
from the face of type”, diferential spacing
and the use of printers’ type. However, he
came to see these as disadvantages, and
formed the opinion that the public did
not want low-priced typewriters, but machines that were “rapid and durable”. He
said Spiro shared this view, thus invented
the Bar-Lock.

the Nottingham works were built, BarLock machines sold on the British market
continued to be assembled at a plant on
Prices Street in London, from Americanmade parts. he buyer had the choice of
“duplicate and single keyboards”. Richardson decided that if he was going to have to
make his own typewriter, he might as well
make it to his own design. He employed
the “inventive skill” of Herbert Etheridge
(1885-1940) to begin work on a British
frontstrike Bar-Lock. Etheridge, an inveterate typewriter designer and typewriter
book author, later worked for Remington,
Torpedo and inally Imperial. he Etheridge frontstrike Bar-Lock was inally perfected in 1921.
Richardson’s massive investment in
the new factory and the new typewriter

Richardson had formed the company
W.J.Richardson & Co to “dispose of some
thousands” of Columbias. In September
1888 he changed the name of his organization to he Typewriter Company, also
headquartered on Queen Victoria Street,
to market Spiro’s second machine, relabelled in Britain as the Royal Bar-Lock. In
1908 the company became known as he
Bar-Lock Typewriter Co Ltd. Typewriter
Topics reported, “Richardson introduced
upon the British market the No 1 Model
Bar-Lock. For four years the British sales
kept ahead of the entire output of the
American factory, and only by 1893 was
the increase in the factory production
such as to enable the machine to be sold in
the United States of America, the country weighed heavily on his inancial resources,
and in 1925 his Nottingham enterprise
of its manufacture.”
was bailed out by Jardine. At this point
Richardson went back to his original modus operandi, which was to import and rebrand typewriters, rather than make them
himself. Richardson, like Jardine (Bar-Let
and Bar-Lock) and later Mawle (Empire
Aristocrat), saw what had been happening
in the US and believed the immediate future for the typewriter industry lay in the
still booming portable trade. Oliver, however, did continue to market standards,
In 1914 Richardson bought out all both three- and four-bank (the latter, rethe patents, trademarks and tools of Spi- labelled as Olivers, from Fortuna in Gerro’s Columbia Typewriter Manufactur- many and Halda-Norden in Sweden).
ing Company, yet had no proper factory
himself. For more than ive years, until
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In the late 1920s Richardson, who
through his Bar-Lock network had established contacts in Germany and Italy
(where his agent was based in Turin), arranged for a portable typewriter designed
and built in Erfurt by Europa Schreibmaschinen AG (from 1923-30 AEG
Deutsche Werke AG, 1930-36 Europa,
1937-46 Olympia Schreibmaschine Werke AG) to be relabelled as an Oliver. hese
irst Oliver portables were made in 1930
by Società Industriale Meccanica in Turin,
under the banner of Oliver Typewriter (Italy) Ltd. Along with the Swiss Patria, they
launched what became dubbed by Will
Davis as the “Europa Oliver SIM MAS”
portable typewriter family.

William Richardson died, aged 86,
at the end of 1949. Once the “governing
director” of his typewriter empire, he
had, from the early 1920s, increasingly
released control to his oldest son, Donald.
he younger son, Conrad, had died before
World War II, aged just 46. Under Donald
Richardson, Oliver continued to market
portables well into the 1950s – using both
pre- and post-war Patria designs.
My thanks to Peter Weil, Richard
Polt, Will Davis and Georg Sommeregger
for providing direction in the Richardson
and Oliver portable stories.
Next issue: Japanese typewriters. ±

Show & Tell ..........................DIY Animal Keyboard Rings

S

ingapore collector Claudia tan shares with us this set
of DIY rings she made to display alongside her animal
keyboard Corona. They were made using a set of blank
craft rings purchased on Etsy and images of original rings
found on the Internet. She stresses that they were created
for her own personal enjoyment, without intention of try�
ing to sell them as originals. Indeed, they are oversized,
metal, and doubtless would not fool a knowledgeable col�
lector. Nonetheless, these rings are sure to spark debate.

Top: Claudia’s
DIY rings
Let: actual Corona animal rings

T

erry Marsh of Klamath Falls, OR, sends this intriguing photo of a 1915 Harley Davidson motorcycle with Rem�
ington Typewriter logos aixed to the gas tank. Even more intriguing, he says that he is lucky enough to have
two such tanks! Perhaps these were used by local dealers for pick-ups and deliveries?
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Ephemera

by Peter Weil . . . . . . . . It’s on the Mail

For ifty cents, a visitor to the 1876 Centennial Exposition
in Philadelphia could have a form letter typed to a relative or
friend on the new Sholes and Glidden, aka, the Type Writer.
This combined service and advertising opportunity probably
was ofered at the exhibit of John W. Bain, whose name ap�
pears on the back of this envelope from October, ive months
after the extravaganza
opened. The envelope
carried a speciic,
individua lized
typed address on
the front and a
rubber-stamped
d i st r i butor ’s
product
name
(“Type Writer”)
and address on the
back. The cover
enclosed a form letter
(with spaces for the
addressee’s name or kin term and the sender’s name). Taken
altogether, the front and back of the envelope and the typed
information in the enclosed letter were intended to advertise
the new Type Writer.
This and the other Centennial envelopes like it constitute
the irst documented use of an envelope to advertise a type�
writer. So began the use of envelopes by writing machine
companies to promote their products, placing them in the
mainstream of the technological revolution in communication.
Along with the typewriter were other new technologies, such
as the new higher speed and cheaper mail systems based on the
railroad, a change illustrated in the 1876 envelope’s stamp that
contrasted the carrying of mail by steam train with that of the
horse.
. his was the equivalent of more than $ 0.00 today. Bain, the Philadelphia distributor, and Densmore, Yost and Co., the national distributor,
thus managed to have participants pay for advertising their new device.
he cost, however, limited the number of these letters and envelopes
typed and sent, and they are fairly rare today (see Dee Brown 966 [876]
he Year of the Century, p. 32 {cited in http://www.oicemuseum.
com/centennial%20exposition.htm })
he Centennial envelope and others presented here are in the author’s
collection unless stated otherwise.
2 . here are earlier typed letters with illustrated heads, dating from at
least as early as 875 sent by Densmore, Yost and Company, the original
seller of the Sholes and Glidden Type Writer. However, my research did
not identify any surviving envelopes or descriptions of them that might
indicate any implied (e.g., in the form of a typed address) or direct advertising of the typewriter on an envelope by a typewriter company or one
of its agents.
3. I want to express my appreciation to Bert Kerschbaumer, Herman
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This use of an envelope for the birth of the marketing of
the Sholes and Glidden took place in the midst of technological
changes in the envelope itself that were reaching their greatest
commercial impact in the United States (as opposed to the UK
and Europe) just as typewriter companies were developing and
discovering their market and competing for the attention of
their potential customers. This was especially the case of the
illustrated advertising envelope, the primary subject of this
column.4 Some historical context is needed to better appreci�
ate the illustrated envelopes used by the marketers of writing
machines.5
Illustrated advertising envelopes were developed in the UK
originally, but they came to characterize the use of envelopes
for advertising in the United States from the 1860-1870 peri�
od to the end of World War 1. Copper plate, lithography, and
other hand-created
design techniques
were used to pro�
duce images in black
and in colors on mail
containers. As to the
containers of mailed
messages themselves
in the period before
1840, various forms
of hand-folded let�
ters, wrapping packets, and covers were used to send mail in
industrializing countries.
New paper-making machines using wood pulp dramati�
cally decreased the cost of paper at the beginning of the 19th
century, and by the early 1840s envelope-making machines
were developed and did the same for manufactured envelopes.
But the use of envelopes in the UK was strongly limited by the
doubling of mailing costs if an envelope was used to enclose
another piece of paper.
In 1840, the government eliminated the charge of send�
ing messages by the sheet, and standardized the rates for the
whole of the UK. Moreover, it introduced a cheaper means
for sending a message: a lat, diamond-shaped sheet of paper
that could have a message written on all of one side and could
then be folded into envelope form to be addressed on the out�
Price, and Norbert Schwartz for their assistance in gathering relevant
envelopes studied and used for this column. I also want to thank Alan
Seaver and Cornelia Weil for their editorial assistance.
. A somewhat more thorough discussion of several aspects of paper
manufacturing, design of images, and printing technologies utilized by
typewriter companies can be found in an earlier “Ephemera” piece on
typewriter company letterheads and bill heads in the No. 95 ETCetera,
September 20, pp 0-3.
5. Standard references on envelope history include Maurice Rickards
2000 Encyclopedia of Ephemera. New York: Routledge and Maynard H.
Benjamin 2002 he History of Envelopes: 80-900. Envelope Manufacturers Association and the EMA Foundation for Paper Based Communication. See also http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Envelope#History_
of_envelopes

side. These “mulreadies”6 were illustrated on the outside by
the postal service, and they were thought so ugly by the public
that the government stopped printing on them. But the idea of
illustrating them by private parties quickly took hold.
While individuals often made their own illustrations,7
printing companies soon saw the possibilities for commercial
advertising. Initially, they sold space on the outside of the single
sheets, and then envelopes, and then sold the paper to custom�
ers at a rate below their costs. As many as twenty-four small
ads were sold to companies with the promise of widespread
distribution because of the low price to users. A variant of
this idea was later adopted by Smith-Premier, which provided
envelopes to hotels
in the northeast
and Midwest of the
U.S. that included a
graphic ad for their
typewriters and the
name and address of
the hotel as seen in
this 1897 example.8
Two decades earlier, some of the companies advertised by
these agent-printers moved to make their own ad on the back
of their company’s envelopes, creating one of three common
envelope forms used by typewriter marketers as an advertis�
ing medium. Here is an
1896 example of an enve�
lope graphic on the back
from the marketer of the
Bar-Lock # 4 in Berlin.9
The second and
third were two basic
forms of the “corner
card,” including their
variations. The corner
card was printed on the
left front of an envelope and included a pictorial motif derived
from trade cards, business cards, billheads, and letterheads. In
one form, the simplest of the two, the graphic of the ad was
printed on the top left of the cover.0 An illustration of this
6. Named for William Mulready, the person who was commissioned by
the UK postal service to design the illustrations on the outside. Even ater
the illustrations were eliminated, the term continued to be a generic one
for a lat sheet that could be used for a letter on the inside and, ater being folded, addressed on the outside for mailing.
7. In addition to private individuals, by the 850’s and 860’s, members
of social reform movements oten used illustrations on envelopes to seek
support for their causes.
8. Whether the envelopes were provided below cost or at no cost to the
hotels is not known, but one of the two is highly probable. Smith-Premier
advertising envelopes of this type are found dating from throughout the
895-905 period that begins with the introduction of the # 2. Before
this advertising innovation, the Smith-Premier #  was advertised on the
back of hotel and other envelopes using poster stamps as envelope lap
seals. hese were die-cuts of the typewriter’s image printed on highgrade glossy paper and may have been about equal to the cost of the later
printed envelope to produce. he use of the seal likely provided the basis
for the 895 change.
9. Bert Kerschbaumer collection
0. A common form of this top let graphic in the last third of the 9th
century was an embossed image. However, no example of the use of this
form by a typewriter marketer was found in the research for this article.

simple corner card envelope is seen in this 1897 cover advertis�
ing the Gem, an index typewriter that is virtually only known
to have existed from this envelope.
The more complex version of the corner card involved the
use of the advertiser’s graphic, message, and, usually, return
address in the left half of the front of the envelope. One early
example of this is the 1888 Crandall envelope from IrelandBenedict, the origi�
nal distributor of the
typewriter. The two
forms of the corner
card were developed
in the 1860’s and
1870’s, just in time
to become available
to the nascent type�
writer industry.
The corner card became so popular in the U.S. that
often the illustrations of typewriters and the accompanying
information left little room for the name and address of the
intended recipient. As an example, see this 1897 cover from
Daugherty promoting both its product and the Pittsburg Pi�
rates baseball team. This elaboration of the complex form of

the corner card even resulted in the covering central area of
the envelope with a graphic, requiring the use of lighter-col�
ored images to allow the recipient’s address to be written or
typed over the graphic so that it was still legible (illustrated on
the next page with an 1889 cover from the Hammond Type�
writer Co. touting its # 1 with the ideal keyboard).
The two graphic corner card forms, including their varia�
tions, and the back-illustrated envelope were utilized by type�
writer sellers throughout the rest of the 19th century and into
the next century. At the beginning of the 20th century, the
technology of photo chromolithography began to rapidly de�
crease the use of pictorial images created by engravers and
. Dennis Clark collection
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other artists. They
were often re�
placed by photo�
graphic ones, as on
the back of this ca.
1910 cover from a
Yost and Sun deal�
er in Conception,
Chile (right).
Moreover, as design tastes changed with the new century,
the advertisers became less interested in illustration and the
images tended become smaller or were eliminated, often leav�
ing only text for the return address on the top left corner.
While such non-graphic envelopes occasionally had been used
by typewriter marketers in the 19th century, now they became
far more common.
An early 20th
century example
is this 1905 en�
velope from the
Densmore Type�
writer Co.
In the fol�
lowing, I will
present some other historically-organized examples of the
three basic forms (with their variations) of illustrated advertis�
ing ones for typewriter companies and their agents. The irst
category is the
back of the cover
graphic, the least
commonly found
for
typewriter
advertisers, espe�
cially in the Unit�
ed States. Here is
an 1898 example
for the then-new
Yost # 4.
In contrast, the corner card graphic envelope, with the pri�
mary focus on the top left corner, is more common. Examples
here are this 1889 cover from Merritt, and an 1893 piece for
the Munson.

A variant of this corner card is seen in envelopes on which the
upper portion of the envelope, rather than only the extreme
left corner, is used.
An early version of this
across the top pattern enve�
lope is seen in this 1883 use
of the red seal corner card
graphic and other informa�
tion to the right of it. This
introduction of the red seal
2. Herman Price collection
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so often linked to later Remington advertising is associated
with the marketing of the Remington Type Writers by a new
company in that year, Wyckof, Seamans and Benedict.

Other examples of this top-of-envelope advertising include
this 1886 piece from Belcher (the primary distributor of Calig�
raphs in the northeast);

this 1891 one from the British distributor of the then-Ameri�
can-manufactured Fitch;

The next, more elaborate, form of the corner card envelope
includes those in which the graphic, address, and messages are
limited to the left half of the envelope.

Some examples here include the Crandall shown above and
this 1891 cover from International;
a 1907 one from Germany touting the tricolor-ribbon feature
of the Smith-Premier # 2;

an extremely rare 1892 envelope selling the Edland index;15
a 1913 envelope from Sun;

one from a 1898 cover from the primary distributor of the
Franklin;

and this very late 1933 one from the probably by then former
distributor of the “Baby Fox” portable.14

3. Norbert Schwartz collection
 Bert Kerschbaumer collection

a 1899 one from
RemingtonSholes
show�
ing its original
“architectural”
model 1;

5. Both the International and Edland envelopes are from the Herman
Price collection.
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1901 covers from a major local promoter of the Oliver in the
manufacturer’s home town (Woodstock, Illinois)16;

and this 1903 one for the Bonita Ballbearing Typewriter, a vari�
ant of the Sholes Visible sold by a California hardware manu�
facturer and distributor.
An
even
more complicat�
ed version of the
corner card is the
variant that in�
cludes messages
across both the
top and the left
side of the cover.
Two
examples
are this 1894 one
from the maker
of the National
and an 1898 one
from Creelman,
the primary dis�
tributor of the
Blickensderfer #
5 in Canada.
A still more intricate form of the corner card envelope in�
volves graphics and printing across a high proportion of the
6. here is no evidence that Hoy’s drugstore actually sold Oliver Typewriters, but the owner of the drugstore, who owned a full block on the
town square, did otherwise promote and advertise Olivers. For example,
he sold “he Oliver” cigars that he had custom-made in Tampa, Florida.
he box label included a green image of the Oliver # 5. Hoy’s was only a
few blocks from the Oliver factory and a major portion of his business
in a “typewriter” town like Woodstock was strongly dependent on the
factory’s success. At this point, in comparison to Oliver, Emerson was a
relatively minor producer and did not receive such support from him.
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front surface of
the envelope. One
example is similar
to the 1889 one
of the Hammond
# 1 (see above),
but, in this case,
it is dated a de�
cade later and it is
touting the Hart�
ford # 2.
It was unusual to use even more of the front of the envelope
for advertising, but it was done. One early 20th century exam�
ple is this special envelope created by Wagner, the manufac�
turer and distributor of the Underwood, to promote its wares
and presence at the Pan- American Exposition in Bufalo, New
York, in 1901. The chromolithographed image shows what was
seen as the central symbol of progress that the fair promised:
Niagara Falls and its use to produce electricity. Wagner, in a
manner similar to
Blickensderfer’s
famous eforts to
link itself to the
same image in
a trade catalog17
created for the
exposition,
at�
tempted to link
its new visible
technology
to
that progress.
This version was used to contain postage stamps; it sold as a
souvenir of the fair, but others without the text concerning the
stamps were used by Wagner to contain their regular business
correspondence during the event. Lastly, a later example from
1915 was issued by Oliver to send an oice supplies tradecatalog
that also announced its new model # 9 (see irst page). On it,
nearly the whole of the front is covered with a lithographed
image.
Typewriter makers and their sales organizations developed
in the 19th and early 20th century in the context of new endproduct communication technologies, such as new forms of
printing and designs of products produced by them, to launch
and develop their writing machines and the markets for them.
Envelopes were used by them as an essential medium to com�
pete with each other and with the messages of other produc�
ers at a time when communication beyond the local level de�
pended primarily upon the mails. These paper containers of
letters and other initial information often were used again as
containers of other items and information and as bookmarks,
retaining their value as advertising media. That said, covers
with graphics of typewriters used during the 19th and early
20th centuries rarely survived and those that did are an im�
portant and rare source of industrial and business history, a
source of delight and interest for typewriter collectors, and
are also avidly sought after by philatelists. Imagine... inding a
typewriter on your mail! ±
7. See “Ephemera,” Etcetera, No. 93, p. 3. he subject of the whole
column (pp. 0-) was the art work on the covers of typewriter trade
catalogs.
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Bert Kerschbaumer and Tony
Castillo dazzle us with a
quartet of golden beauties.

A

Gold Rush
Right: a blue Mignon 4
with “Goldmaserung”
highlights, made for
the French market..
Below right: 1987
Olivetti ET 116, by
Austrian artist Kluas
Karma for the 10th an�
niversary of
Olivetti’s irst
electronic
typewriter.

Mignon & Olivetti:
Kerschbaumer
Collection

January 2012
• Members’ questionnaire
• Nov. 24 Breker auction
• Richard Polt steps down
• Typewriter keyboard on a violin
February 2012
• The missing Triumph-Adler typewriter
collection
• The Seidel & Naumann story

No. 90, December, 2012
• The Writing Briefcase, or The Oice on the Road, by
Norbert Schwarz
• The End of the Mechanical Typewriter: Rolf Heineke
recalls his days selling Selectrics in the ‘60s
• Adler Model : A Beautiful Flop, by Lutz Rolf
Also in this issue:

• Beautiful oice accessories
• Elliott-Fisher book typewriters
• The Heineke oice machine store of Hamburg
• Miniature typewriters: a photo gallery
Above right:
Tony Casillo’s goldplated Princess 300.
Even the type slugs are
gold!
Right: Tony’s 1950s
gold-plated Smith-Co�
rona Silent.

More information at ifhb.de

• The (Herman) Price is Right
• Fox Portable Serial Numbers
• A Wonderful Year for the Fox Typewriter
• The Lasar typewriter
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Letters
The century edition of ETCetera
is great. There is so much research
in there and information about ma�
chines which I only had a thumb-nail
idea about. Congratulations to all
your contributors. With regards to
the Maskelyne ‘Victoria’ the signii�
cance of the date 1897 was that it was
Queen Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee;
great to have the article in our pres�
ent Queen’s Diamond Jubilee!
I look forward to receiving ET�
Cetera for as long as I can. Thanks
to all the team.
Nick Fisher
Swindon, England
Richard replies: Thanks, Nick! I look
forward to receiving ETCetera as long as
I can, too.

The 100th issue arrived in the af�
ternoon yesterday. The issue begs for
words to describe it, and none that I
can think of are adequate. Literally,
from cover to cover, it inds me, of
all people, wordless. I simply love it.
I have read Bert’s deining piece on
the Cahill and Robert Messenger’s
wonderful (and surprising because of
my ignorance) article on the Century
and have otherwise been enthralled
by the overall visual thrills of thumb�
ing through it. It is a truly wonderful
crowning achievement for you and
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Department of Correk
^
Corrections

stands on its own as a major contri�
bution to the history---and fun--of
typewriters. Thank you for all the
thought, imagination, and sheer hard
work in putting it together.
With great appreciation,

The last line of the bibliography in
Jett Morton’s Woodstock article on
pg.25 was cut of. It should have read:
Sellers, Alexander “Sandy.” “The
First Woodstock.” ETCetera No.
29, December 1994.
Footnote # of Peter Weil’s Maske�
lyne article should have read “#1190”
and not “#1171”.

Peter Weil
Newark, DE

New on the Shelf
Richard Amery: Royal 10 #
SX1604791
Lars Borrmann: Remington 7;
Juventa; Gloria
Gabe Burbano: Gourland #1844;
Franklin 9; two(!) animal keyboard
Coronas
Thomas Fürtig: Underwood BrailWriter (aluminum); Urania Pic�
cola (burgundy); Smith-Premier
Noiseless S (Remington Noiseless
6 clone)
Martin Howard: Fitch
Bert Kerschbaumer: Ideal Poly�
glott #86491; Oliver Portable
#90024; Rooy Portable #69258;
Dactyle 8 #139172; Columbia 1
(index) #312; Mignon 4 #362301
(see From our Members); Helios
#4843; Blickensderfer Weltblick
#156464; Blickensderfer 8 (alu�
minium) #141926; Fox Sterling 3
#12751; Pettypet (blue, no serial
number)
Robert Messenger: ABC 3000;
Adler Gabriele 25; Alpha; Baby
Empire; Blue Bird; Corona 3 (goldplated); Everest Model 90 burgun�
dy; Hermes 2000 (black); Imperial
Good Companion Model 1; Lemair
(ABC portable made in Pakistan);
Mercedes Selekta Neckermann
Brilliant S; 1930s Oliver portables
(4); Olympia portables (2); original
Princess; Remette; Royal Caravan

and Companion; Smith Premier
portable; Underwood 378; 450; two
1950s Underwood portables; Voss
Jett Morton: Oliver 8 #D31283
Frank Notten: Imperial D; Under�
wood 5 #42815-5; Oliver 3 #35692
John Payton: Oliver 4
Franz Pehmer: BartholomewStenograph; Hansa; Bavaria; BarLock 6; Bar-Let 1
Richard Polt: Commercial Vis�
ible 6 #23203; Olivetti Studio 44
(chromed); Royal Bar-Lock (shift
model) #6610
Herman Price: Blickensderfer-Odo�
ma; Mentor 2b; cast iron Sholes &
Glidden stand
Alan Seaver: Corona Zephyr De�
luxe; Antares Parva
Alfredo Sirvent: Oliver 8 #D31245; Oliver 4 #D-612; Voss
Model 49 (brown Bakelite) #9610;
Kondor Standard #E-3555; Kanzler
2 #2570; Olympia SG3 (34” platen);
Olivetti Lexicon 80E; Karli #1338
Nick Urania: D.M. standard; Em�
pire Junior; Diplomat & Society
portables; Stoewer portable;
Triumph Durabel; British Empire
#1638; Groma standard; Torpedo
portable (Imperial Regent clone);
Optima Plana; Optima Elite;
Olympia portable with SS rune;
Empire 1; Armstrong; Fortuna IV;
Mignon 2; Regina #23017
Peter Weil: Hammond Folding Mul�
tiplex #F233782

This back issue of
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The Early Typewriter Collectors’ Association
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